In this paper, we investigate the regularity of spreading of information and public opinions towards two competing products in complex networks. By building its mathematical model and simulating its evolution process, we have found the statistical regularity for support rates of two different products at a steady stage. The research shows that strength of the public opinion spreading is proportional to the final support rates of a product.
Introduction
We live in a world in which all kinds of network are interwoven with each other, such as technology networks (WWW [1] , transportation network [2] , electricity networks [3] ), social networks (like human relations networks [4] , SCN [5] ), biological networks (like cellular neural networks [6] , food supply chain networks [7] ) and so on. Complex networks exist in all aspects of human life. If we take every single person as a node and relations with each other as the edges between the nodes, we will find that human society is composed of a huge and complex network of social relations. Human behavior in complex networks is related to many subjects, like politics, economy, society, humanity, and psychology. So the research of its regularity has become very important in many fields of science, as the result can be put into practice in reality and will take an important role in guiding economic, policy making and social activities.
Studying all kinds of spreading behavior in complex networks has generated a new branch of science, which is called spreading dynamics on networks. So far the wellresearched models in this field are epidemic spreading models [8] [9] [10] [11] . There are several typical epidemic spreading models, for example, SIS, SIR, SIRS etc. S here represents "susceptible". The S individuals are healthy and they are not able to infect others but may be infected. I represents "infective". These I individuals have infectivity and can infect others. R represents "removed". These individuals are immune and not able to infect others, and will not take part in the epidemic process. The above three typical epidemic spreading models are all based on single virus spreading and belong to single information spreading models. For the past few years, the spreading of other things (such as public opinions, rumors) on complex networks has been more and more researched [12, 13] . Generally, these researches are all based on the relevant epidemic spreading models. However, the situation in our real life is that there are often various information mixed together. For instance, diverse virus, multiple opinions or rumors can be spread at the same time. Different from single virus spreading, they are influenced, strengthened or restrained by each other. The evolutionary process of multiple information spreading is more complicated than single information's. Therefore, its research can not simply be attributed to single information spreading models like SIS, SIR, SIRS and more. For the time being, the study of multiple information spreading just begins, and only few research essays mentioned about it [14, 15] . In this paper we mainly study the situation in which the opinion and information towards two competing parties exist at the same time in a complex network, and also investigate interrelated and interacted nature of the above opinion spreading during their evolutionary process. By building a mathematical model based on a scale-free network, we use computer to simulate this evolutionary process and investigate the statistical regularity of spreading process at the assumption that the spreading of competing information of two products flows freely. The fact is that the Product marketing and competition between different companies are common in the commercial world. At the information age today, competition of market shares for one company largely depends on that of its product information spreading. And that is why we can see various kinds of advertisement everywhere in the world. Generally speaking, product information spreading is roughly divided into commercial advertising and public opinion spreading. The public opinion for one product are the experience and comments told by the consumers who used the product and are spread from one person to another. As the spreading behaviors are not controlled by anyone and non-commercial, these comments look much closer to the truth and more convincible for consumers, compared with the other ways of promotion. That is the reason why it will take an important role in product competition campaign today. Public opinion spreading works in social networks. Recently, the researches concerning complex networks and its development provide us with new methods and ideas to understand and study social networks and also various types of spreading behaviors in these networks. The earliest study of complex networks is traced back to the research of mathematical graph theory, which is one of the bases of discrete mathematics. The fact that Euler's celebrated 1735 solution of the Königsberg bridge problem is often cited as the first true proof in the theory of networks. In 1960s, two Hungarian mathematicians Erdös and Rényi [16] built random graph theory, and started the systematic research of complex networks. They used relatively simple random graphs to explain the topology of networks, and created ER random graph model. However, as the study of networks goes deeper, people find that random networks are very different from real networks in many properties. Ordinarily, lots of networks in reality are not either completely regular or completely random, but lie somewhere between these two extremes. In 1998, Watts and Strogatz connected the above phenomenon with social networks, and then published a piece of paper entitled "Collective dynamics of 'small-world' networks" in Nature. In this paper, they revealed the small-world characteristic of complex networks and built WS small-world networks [17] . In 1999, Barabási and Albert published a piece of paper entitled "Emergence of Scaling in Random Networks" in Science, in which put forward BA scale-free networks model [18] . These two breakthroughs intensified hugely the scientists' interest in the research of complex networks. With the further research of complex networks, scholars noticed that most of real networks have both the smallworld effect and scale-free property, and many networks can be abstracted into WS small-world networks or BA scale-free networks as the basic networks. Considering the scale-free property of social networks, we set our spreading model on BA scale-free networks. Nodes on BA networks represent consumers, and the edge between two nodes represents the interrelation and communication between two consumers.
When competing information of two products flow freely, different cognition about two products from consumers will interact with each other. Consumers' knowledge and attitude to a product influences that on their acquaintances' attitude to products via mouth that of their acquaintances by words of mouth, and then influence the market shares of these two products. In this paper, consumers are divided into three types in the assumption that there are two competing products A and B in market. Type A are supporters for product A; type B are supporters for product B and type C are neutrals. Neutrals have no knowledge of any products, so they have no preference first. Their attitude is likely to be influenced by other consumers' information but doesn't affect the others'. Type A can be classified into firm proponents and ordinary supporters. Firm proponents can be regarded as loyal customers of product A, who are good spreaders of product A and aren't affected by other customers. Ordinary supporters of two products can affect other people and be affected by others. Denoting the subclass of firm proponents of type A as type A and that of type B as type B, we build the spreading model based on competing public opinion information of two products on a BA network, and simulate its spreading pattern through a computer simulation as follows.
Description of the Model
We use variable Firstly, we build a BA network as follows: 1) Growth: Starting with a small number (m 0 ) of nodes, at every timestep we add a new node with present in the system.
(impact factor) of each node in type A and type B respectively. Then we give the state transition equation showing how node i is affected by its neighbor node j (1):
2) Preferential attachment: When choosing the nodes to which the new node connects, we assume that the probability Π that a new node will be connected to node i depends on the degree of node i, such that i k
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In this part, we use MATLAB to simulate evolution process of the above model. What we investigate mainly is the impact of IF to product competitiveness, which shows the correlativity between spreading strength of public opinions of products and final support rate of products. In our simulations, there are 5 nodes in the BA network first. Every time, a new node is added and connected to 3 existing nodes on the network. The size of the network is 500 N  . The number of evolution times is 50000, and sampling interval is 500 when drawing.
Secondly, we investigate the evolution rules of public opinion on BA networks: 1) Initialization of node state: Every node is assigned to a value which comes from   1,1  randomly, and take the value as the corresponding node's initial state. Namely, initial state of node i is denoted by
, which represents node i's first cognition about two products.
2) Classification rules of nodes: we classify nodes according to their state and the rules are showed as follows. What should be explained here is that P  in Figure 2 may be negative in its early evolution, but the situation will be change when system comes to a stable stage (normally after 50 times evolution). Therefore the value of P  is positive in Figure 2 . As we can see in 3) Evolution mechanism: every time step, a node is selected randomly. The node will be affected by its neighbor nodes and its new state is produced. That means a customer have a new understanding of products because he or she is affected by their neighbor's information. For example, at the eleventh time step, node No. 3 is selected, and its state changes for its neighbor node No. 8 affects it. Then its next state can be expressed by a state transition equation: Figure 3 is given according to the recorded figures and summarized result for the evolution process. Change in color shows change of P  : absolute square of .  are taken as IF 
Conclusions
In this paper, by building a spreading model of public opinions towards two products on BA network, we simulate their evolution process to investigate its spreading evolution mechanism on a BA network. Our research shows that the strength of public opinion information spreading about products affects their support rate directly. The party with bigger IF will win higher support rate in competition, and the bigger IF is, the faster it wins. Therefore, companies in competition must pay more attention to the service and support for their old customers and put more effort in the promotion to them. It will be proved that the result of our research is significant to planning for fair competition in economic activities and it also provides the researchers new methods and new ideas for further study of evolution of multiple information spreading in networks.
